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Abstract
This chapter discusses some of the exciting research in the nascent field of affect-aware
learning technologies (AALTs) – educational technologies that compute affect in addition to
cognition, metacognition, and motivation. We begin by positioning AALTs in the complex
ecology comprised of diverse phenomena and technologies in the cognitive, affective,
learning, and computing sciences. This is followed by an overview of the major findings of a
recent meta-analysis aimed at identifying a subset of learning-centered affective states that
generalize across students, learning technologies, learning tasks, and experimental
methodologies. We then turn our attention to the two major types of AALTs: reactive systems
that respond to affect once it occurs and proactive systems that aim to induce or impede
certain affective states. Affective AutoTutor, GazeTutor, and UNC-ITSpoke are presented as
examples of reactive AALTs, while Crystal Island and ConfusionTutor are included as
examples of proactive AALTs. Some of the open issues in the area of AALTs are discussed.
These include scalability for real-world contexts, good-enough classification accuracy, and
levels of analysis for affective responding. The chapter concludes by outlining two broad
avenues of research for the field.
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Glossary
Affect-aware learning technology – an intelligent learning technology that considers
a learner’s affective and cognitive states in its pedagogical decision making.

Proactive systems – an affect-aware learning technology that aims to induce or
impede certain affective states.

Reactive systems – an affect-aware learning technology that senses and responds to
affective states.

Affective AutoTutor - a natural language intelligent tutoring system that
automatically senses and responds to a learner’s confusion, boredom, and frustration
by monitoring facial features, body movements, and conversational cues.

GazeTutor - a learning environment that senses and responds to patterns of
disengagement by monitoring eye gaze.

UNC-ITSpoke - a speech-enabled intelligent tutoring system that automatically
senses and responds to a learner’s uncertainty and response accuracy.

Crystal Island - a learning technology that embeds the learning content in a
narrative-centered game that supports narrativity, realism, and immersion.

ConfusionTutor – a learning environment that aims to promote deeper
comprehension by strategically induces confusion in the minds of learners.
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1. Introduction
About 15 years ago, the idea of an “affect-aware learning technology”, or the fusion of
“affect” and “learning”, was a misnomer at best, and was considered to be as odd of a pairing
as “affect” and “computing.” “What on earth does affect have to do with learning?” would
have been a pertinent question at that time because learning, characterized as the acquisition
of knowledge and the construction of meaning, was considered to be in the exclusive realm of
cognition. Affect, at best, was considered to play a negligible role in learning. At worst, it was
considered to be harmful to learning, as documented by the approximately 1,000 studies on
test anxiety that emerged over the last few decades (Zeidner, 2007).
Much has changed over the last decade, of course. Just as we know that affect and
computing have a natural symbiosis that is played out in the field of affect computing, so do
affect and learning. This recent emphasis on affect in the learning sciences is paralleled by a
similar renaissance in the cognitive sciences, where it is now widely believed that affect and
cognition are inextricably coupled and that affect is both served-by and services cognition
(Clore & Huntsinger, 2007; Mandler, 1999; Ortony et al., 1988; Schwarz, 2012).
It is easy to make a case for the relevance of affect to cognition in general and
specifically to learning. Affect performs signaling functions (Schwarz, 2012) by pointing out
problems with knowledge (confusion), problems with motivation (boredom), concerns with
impending performance (anxiety), and challenges that cannot be easily surpassed
(frustration). It performs evaluative functions by appraising events in terms of their value,
goal relevance, and goal congruence (Izard, 2010). Affect also perform modulation functions
by constraining or expanding cognitive focus as is the case when negative emotions engender
narrow, bottom-up, and focused modes of processing (constrained focus) (Barth & Funke,
2010; Schwarz, 2012) compared to positive emotions that facilitate broader, top-down,
generative processing (expanded focus) (Fredrickson & Branigan, 2005; Isen, 2008). Indeed,
affect pervades cognition as evident by its effects on memory, problem solving, decision
making, and other facets of cognition (see Clore & Huntsinger, 2007 for a review). As such,
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affect, along with motivation and cognition, has finally claimed its rightful place as a core
component of learning (Snow et al., 1996).
The last 15 years has also witnessed a wider-scale adoption of advanced learning
technologies (ALTs) that serve educational goals (Koedinger et al., 1997; Woolf, 2009).
Quite different from the computer-based training systems (CBTs) of the 70s and 80s, 21st
century ALTs are an order of magnitude more sophisticated in how they interact with
students, how they model student knowledge, how they implement macro- and microadaptive strategies to dynamically tailor the instruction to individual students, and how they
support motivation, metacognition, and self-regulated learning. Some broad categories of
these ALTs include intelligent tutoring systems (VanLehn, 2011; Woolf, 2009), educational
games (Dickey, 2005; Gee, 2003), and simulations, animations, multimedia and hypermedia
environments (Ainsworth, 2008; Johnson et al., 2000; Mayer, 2005).
ALTSs have come a long way towards modeling students’ knowledge levels and
cognitive states. However, the inextricable link between affect and learning suggests that
next-generation ALTs should be more than mere cognitive machines. They should be
affective processors as well. In line with this, the last decade has witnessed the emergence of
a few ALTs that incorporate some form of affective modeling in addition to the traditional
cognitive modeling performed by these systems (Conati & Maclaren, 2009; D'Mello et al.,
2010; D'Mello et al., 2012; Forbes-Riley & Litman, 2011b; Sabourin et al., 2011; Woolf et
al., 2009). We refer to these systems as affect-aware advanced learning technologies
(AALTs). Although AALTs can take on several forms in terms of focus and scope, for the
purpose of simplicity, we broadly categorize them as: (a) systems that either induce or impede
particular affective states (proactive systems) and (b) systems that respond to specific
affective states as they arise (reactive systems).
The purpose of this chapter is to discuss some of the core themes, advances, and open
issues in the emerging field of AALTs. We set the stage by positioning AALTs within the
complex landscape of affect, learning, and technology. Next, we briefly review the results of
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a recent meta-analysis aimed at uncovering the affective states that occur during learning with
technology. The next two sections provide examples of reactive and AALTS, respectively.
Important challenges and open issues in this field are discussed followed by some broad
avenues of research that are ripe for exploration.

2. Finding a Niche for AALTs within Affect, Learning, and Technology
Positioning AALTs within the landscape of affect, learning, and technology is no simple task.
Figure 1 provides a simplified organization of the constructs, systems, and research in the
relevant fields of the affective, cognitive, learning, and computing science as one attempt to
find a niche for AALTs in this complex landscape. At the first level, one encounters different
forms of learning: shallow, complex, and procedural learning. Shallow learning consists of
basic encoding of information into memory, such as memorizing a list of words or a
definition of a concept. Procedural learning, sometimes called implicit learning, concerns the
acquisition of perceptual-motor (e.g., playing a musical instrument) and cognitive (e.g.,
mathematical operations) skills through repeated and/or deliberate practice (Ericsson et al.,
1993). Finally, complex learning (aka deep or conceptual learning) involves comprehending
conceptual information, such as a mathematics proof, a legal document, or a difficult physics
principle, or acquiring a complex skill, such as learning computer programming or
argumentative writing. Complex learning can be distinguished from shallow learning and
procedural learning in that it requires more complex cognitive processes, such as inference
generation, problem solving, conceptual caparisons, and explanation generation, in addition to
more basic cognitive processes (memory encoding, attentional orientation, rehearsal, tuning
of perceptual-motor systems).
Affect plays a role in all three types of learning activities. It influences shallow
learning activities by biasing memory encoding and retrieval as documented by the moodcongruent memory encoding (e.g., happy people are more likely to remember happy words
than sad words) and retrieval (e.g., happy words are more likely to be retrieved when in a
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happy mood compared to a sad mood) effects (Blaney, 1986; Bower, 1981). Affective arousal
has also been shown to play a facilitative role in some procedural learning tasks (Steidl et al.,
2011). However, in our view, affect is most influential in complex learning activities which
require considerable concentration, effortful problem solving, and conceptual meaning
making, all activities that inevitably give rise to a range of complex affective reactions. For
example, cognitive processes that underlie complex learning tasks (e.g., reading Shakespeare
or learning about dynamic programming) are accompanied by affective processes such as
confusion, frustration, irritation, anger, and sometimes rage when the learner makes mistakes,
struggles with troublesome impasses, and experiences failure. On the other hand, positive
affective states such as flow, delight, excitement, and eureka are experienced when tasks are
completed, challenges are conquered, insights are unveiled, and major discoveries are made.
In addition to affect, complex learning requires thinking and reasoning (cognition),
thinking about thinking (metacognition), and motivation (Snow et al., 1996). Although
affective processes interact with cognitive, motivational, and metacognitive processes in
meaningful and interesting ways, our lens is currently on affect, knowing fully well that affect
must ultimately be studied within the context of these other processes.
Affect is a quite a general term that encompasses multiple systems at multiple levels
at multiple time scales (Izard, 2010). One possible organization involves distinguishing
between affective traits, background moods, and affective states (Rosenberg, 1998). Affective
traits are relatively stable, mostly unconscious, predispositions towards particular affective
experiences. They operate by lowering the threshold for experiencing certain emotions (i.e.
hostile people have a lower threshold for experiencing anger but not necessarily other
negative emotions). Moods also perform a threshold reduction function on emotion activation,
but are considered to be more transitory and have a background influence on consciousness.
In contrast to affective traits and moods, affective states (or emotions) are brief, intense,
reactions that occupy the forefront of consciousness, have significant physiological and
behavioral manifestations, and rapidly prepare the bodily systems for action. The present
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emphasis is on affective states, which also have variable durations when analyzed at a finergrained time scale (D’Mello & Graesser, 2011) States, such as engagement and boredom, can
last for tens of seconds to a few minutes, while others (e.g., delight, surprise) are more
ephemeral. Nevertheless, affective states are more transitory than moods, which can last for
several hours to days (Rosenberg, 1998; Watson & Clark, 1994).
Researchers in the affective sciences have proposed a number of taxonomies to
categorize the affective states that occur in everyday experiences (Ekman, 1992; Ortony et al.,
1988; Plutchik, 2001). Broadly, the emotions can be divided into basic and non-basic
emotions. According to Ekman (1992) basic emotions are considered to be (a) universal, (b)
innate, (c) cross-cultural, (d) have unique elicitation contexts, (e) have distinguishable neural,
physiological, and behavioral correlations, (f) show coherence among different response
systems, (g) have a quick onset and brief duration, and (h) automatically occur . Emotions
such as anger, surprise, happiness, disgust, sadness, and fear typically make the list of basic
emotions (Ekman, 1992). Affective states such as boredom, confusion, frustration,
engagement, and curiosity share some, but not all, of the features commonly attributed to
basic emotions. Consequently, these emotions are labeled as non-basic states. The term
“affective states” is being used broadly in this chapter to include both bona fide emotions
(e.g., anger) and cognitive-affective blends such as engagement and confusion. As discussed
in the next section, non-basic affective states appear to be more relevant during interactions
with ALTs, so most AALTs focus on modeling these non-basic states.
AALTs that model non-basic affect can adopt many forms based on the strategies
used for intelligent handling of learner affect. One simple categorization broadly distinguishes
between proactive and reactive systems. At the most basic level, proactive systems aspire to
increase the likelihood that the learner will experience affective states deemed beneficial to
learning (e.g., interest, curiosity, engagement), while simultaneously decreasing the likelihood
of states believed to negatively influence the process and product of learning (e.g., boredom,
frustration). Reactive systems make no notable a priori attempt to up-regulate or down7

regulate positive and negative affect, respectively. Instead, they simply detect and respond to
affective states as they arise. Reactive systems typically focus on identifying and responding
to negative affective states such as frustration and boredom.

3. Which Affective States are Relevant to Learning with Technology?
An AALT can never model learner affect if it does not know which affective states to model.
Hence, there is the foundational question of identifying the affective states that learners
experience during interactions with ALTs? D'Mello (in press)recently completed a metaanalysis of 24 studies that have systematically tracked the affective states that naturally occur
during interactions with learning technologies. The results of this analysis are summarized in
this section.
A total of 1740 students in middle school, high school, college, and adult students
from the United States, Canada, the United Kingdom, Philippines, and Australia were
represented in the 24 studies. On average, each student spent 45 minutes interacting with a
learning technology, so the total aggregate training time was approximately 76,000 minutes.
There was considerable variance in learning contexts, topics, and technologies. Learning
contexts included classroom (i.e., computer lab in a school), research lab, and online studies.
Learning topics (subject domains) included algebra, analytical reasoning, argumentative
writing, chemistry, computer, ecology, genetics, geography, graphing, logic puzzles,
microbiology, pre-algebra, and social studies. Learning technologies included intelligent
tutoring systems, serious games and simulations environments, virtual labs, and interfaces for
problem solving, reading comprehension, and essay writing. In all, a total of 17 affective
states, consisting of achievement, epistemic, and topic emotions, and encompassing both
basic and non-basic emotions, were tracked with a number of methodologies. These methods
included online self-reports, emote-aloud protocols, online observations, and retrospective
coding of video after a learning session by the students themselves, or by peers, observers, or
trained judges.
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The analyzes focused on the magnitude and significance of affect incidence across
studies (formally quantified with weighted mean effect sizes – see (D'Mello, in press)).
Engagement/flow was the most frequent state, while contempt, anger, disgust, sadness,
anxiety, delight, fear, and surprise were relatively infrequent. There was considerably
between-study variability in the occurrence of boredom, confusion, curiosity, happiness, and
frustration. However, these states, particularly boredom and confusion, were more likely to
occur than the eight infrequent states listed above. The meta-analysis also revealed that the
incidence of the affective states was moderated by the source of the affect judgments (self vs.
observers) and the authenticity of the learning context (classroom vs. laboratory).
The take-home message was that engagement/flow, boredom, confusion, curiosity,
happiness, and frustration were the major affective states exhibited by learners in these 24
studies. These five states are good candidates for modeling in AALTs. Furthermore, with the
exception of happiness, the basic emotions had a relatively minor role to play. This is not
entirely surprising as they is inadequate theoretical justification to expect notable levels of
some of the basic emotions, such as disgust and fear, during short one-on-one learning
sessions with computers.

4. Reactive Affect-Aware Learning Technologies
Reactive AALTs focus on automatically detecting student affect and responding to the sensed
affect in order to up-regulate positive affective states (e.g., curiosity, engagement) and downregulate negative affective states (e.g., frustration). Fully-automated affect detection can use
predictive models which infer student affect by analyzing the context of the interaction and
other relevant cues (Baker et al., 2012; Conati & Maclaren, 2009; Sabourin et al., 2011)
and/or diagnostic models which sense affect from communicative channels like facial
features, speech, postures, gestures, central and peripheral physiology, and textual responses
(Calvo & D’Mello, 2010; Chaouachi & Frasson, 2010; Pour et al., 2010). Once the learner’s
affective state is detected with reasonable accuracy, a reactive AALT must dynamically alter
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its pedagogical strategies in response to the detected state. An AALT has a number of paths to
pursue once it has detected learner affect. It could do nothing if the learner is engaged and is
on a positive learning trajectory. Hints and just-in-time explanations can be provided when
confusion or frustration is detected. The system could provide choice, encourage breaks, or
adjust levels of challenge when it detects that a student is bored. Some of the implemented
responses to student affect include affect mirroring (Burleson & Picard, 2007), empathetic
responses (Woolf et al., 2010), and a combination of politeness, empathy, and encouragement
(D'Mello et al., 2010).
The ideal affect-detection and affect-response strategies are ultimately tied to aspects
of the global and local situational context. The global context refers to stable, non-malleable
factors, such as the specific ALT, domain, student, and interaction context. The local context
pertains to unstable factors that can be manipulated to regulate student affect. These include
the current topic or question, system messages, system feedback, etc. In this section, we
briefly discuss three systems as examples of contemporary reactive AALTs. These include the
Affective AutoTutor, GazeTutor, and UNC-ITSpoke.
4.1. Affective AutoTutor: Responding to Boredom, Confusion, and Frustration
The Affective Tutor was perhaps the first reactive AALT that was developed from 2004 to
2010. AutoTutor is a conversational intelligent tutoring system that helps students develop
mastery on difficult topics in Newtonian physics, computer literacy, and scientific reasoning
by holding a mixed-initiative dialog in natural language (Graesser et al., 2005; Graesser et al.,
2012). AutoTutor has a set of fuzzy production rules that are sensitive to the cognitive, but
not to the affective states of the learner. The Affective AutoTutor augments these rules with
the ability to map dynamic assessments of learners’ affective and cognitive states with tutor
actions to address the presence of boredom, confusion, and frustration (D'Mello et al., 2008b;
D'Mello et al., 2010; D'Mello & Graesser, in press).
The Affective AutoTutor automatically detects boredom, confusion, frustration, and
neutral by monitoring conversational cues and other discourse features (predictive modeling),
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along with gross body language, and facial features (diagnostic modeling – see Figure 2A)
(D'Mello & Graesser, 2010; D'Mello & Graesser, in press). Each channel independently
provides its own evaluation of the learner’s affective state. These individual diagnoses are
combined with a decision-level fusion algorithm that selects a single affective state and a
confidence value of the detection (see Figure 2B). The algorithm relies on a voting rule
enhanced with a few simple heuristics.
The Affective AutoTutor’s production rules address the presence of boredom,
confusion, and frustration by incorporating perspectives from a number of psychological
theories, including attribution theory (Weiner, 1986), cognitive disequilibrium during learning
(Piaget, 1952), politeness (Brown & Levinson, 1987), and empathy (Lepper & Chabay,
1988), along with recommendations of expert tutor’s. The tutor responds with empathetic,
encouraging, and motivational dialog-moves and emotional displays. For example, the tutor
might respond to mild boredom with, “This stuff can be kind of dull sometimes, so I'm gonna
try and help you get through it. Let's go”. A response to confusion would include attributing
the source of confusion to the material: “Some of this material can be confusing. Just keep
going and I am sure you will get it”. These affective responses are accompanied by an
appropriate emotional facial expression and emotionally modulated speech (see Figure 2C).
We tested the effectiveness of the Affective Tutor in improving learning over the
non-affective AutoTutor in a controlled experiment where 84 learners completed two 30minute training sessions with either tutor (D'Mello et al., 2010). The results indicated that the
Affective tutor helped learning for low-domain knowledge learners during the second 30minute learning session. The Affective tutor was less effective at promoting learning for highdomain knowledge learners during the first 30-minute session. Importantly, learning gains
increased from Session 1 to Session 2 with the Affective tutor whereas they plateaued with
the non-affective tutor (see Figure 2D). Learners who interacted with the Affective Tutor also
demonstrated higher performance on subsequent transfer tests. A follow-up analysis into
learners’ perceptions of both tutors indicated that their perceptions of how closely the
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computer tutors resembled human tutors increased across learning sessions, was related to the
quality of tutor feedback, and was a powerful predictor of learning (D'Mello & Graesser,
2012). Interestingly, the positive change in perceptions was greater for the Affective tutor.
4.2. GazeTutor: Responding to Boredom and Disengagement
It is generally acknowledged that engagement is an important requirement for learning.
Attention to task-related thoughts at the expense of task-irrelevant thoughts is one critical
precursor of engagement in a learning activity. Therefore, developing interventions that
monitor periods of waning attention and attempt to encourage more productive use of
attentional resources might be one promising way to increase engagement and promote
learning.
We tested this claim with a multimedia interface consisting of an animated
conversational agent that provided explanations on biology concepts with synthesized speech
that was synchronized with annotated images (see Figure 3A) (D'Mello et al., 2012). The
system used a Tobii T60 eye tracker in order to identify when learners were not attending to
the important parts of the interface (i.e., the tutor or image). The interface did not directly
track off-task thought; it simply assumed that learners were disengaged when their gaze was
not on the tutor or image for at least five consecutive seconds. It attempted to reengage
learners with statements that directed them to reorient their attention towards the animated
pedagogical agent or the image (e.g., “Please pay attention”).
We evaluated the efficacy of the gaze-reactive tutor in promoting learning,
motivation, and engagement in an experiment where 48 learners were tutored on four biology
topics: two with the gaze-reactive component enabled (experimental condition) and two with
the gaze-reactive component disabled (control condition). Learners completed a posttest on
all four topics after interacting with the system. The results indicated that the gaze-sensitive
intervention was successful in dynamically reorienting learners’ attention patterns to the
important areas of the interface (see Figure 3B). Prior to the intervention, the probability that
students were looking away from the screen steadily increased while there was a
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corresponding decrease in focus on the tutor and the image. A reverse pattern was discovered
after receiving an intervention message; off-screen gaze behaviors rapidly decreased, while
focus on the tutor steadily increased. Importantly, posttest scores for deep reasoning questions
were higher when learners interacted with the gaze-sensitive interface compared to its nonreactive counterpart. Interestingly, individual differences in scholastic aptitude moderated the
impact of gaze-reactivity on learning gains. Gaze-reactivity was associated with a small
improvement in overall learning for learners with average aptitude, but learning gains were
substantially higher for learners with high aptitude and somewhat lower for their low-aptitude
counterparts.
In summary, the results of this preliminary study suggest that gaze-sensitive
statements can reorient attention, and thereby improve comprehension and learning. Future
enhancements of the system include replacing the expensive eye-tracker with web-cameras,
more fine-grained modeling of disengagement behaviors, a larger repertoire of contextspecific gaze-reactive dialogs, and incorporating individual differences in selecting
appropriate gaze-sensitive responses.
4.3. UNC-ITSpoke
Forbes-Riley and Litman have developed an AALT called UNC-ITSPOKE to examine
whether automatic responses to learner uncertainty could improve learning outcomes (ForbesRiley & Litman, 2007, 2009; Forbes-Riley & Litman, 2011b). Uncertainty is a state that is
similar to confusion and plays an important role on the process and products of learning.
ITSPOKE is a speech-enabled ALT that teaches learners about various physics topics with
spoken dialogs that are automatically recognized with the Sphinx 2 Speech Recognizer
(Litman et al., 2006). UNC-ITSPOKE extends the basic functionality of ITSPOKE with the
capability to automatically detect and respond to learners’ certainty/uncertainty in addition to
correctness/incorrectness. Uncertainty detection is performed by extracting and analyzing the
acoustic-prosodic features in the learners’ spoken responses in conjunction with lexical
features and dialog-based features (similar to contextual cues in Affective AutoTutor).
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It is beyond the scope of this chapter to delve deeply into the adaptive strategies to
resolve uncertainty except to point out that this involved launching explanation-based sub
dialogs when the student was correct in their response but uncertain about the response. This
was taken to signal an impasse (see next Section for more details) because the students is
unsure about the state of their knowledge despite being correct. The efficacy of the adaptive
condition was first verified in a pilot Wizard-of-Oz study where an unseen human (the
wizard) performed all of the difficult natural language processing tasks (speech recognition,
response understanding, and uncertainty annotation) (Forbes-Riley & Litman, 2010).
In a recent study, Forbes-Riley and Litman (2011b) compared learning outcomes
between learners who received adaptive responses to uncertainty (adaptive condition),
random responses to uncertainty (random condition), or no responses (control condition).
The adaptive condition achieved slightly (but not significantly) higher learning outcomes than
the random and control conditions. The findings revealed that it was perhaps not the presence
or absence of adaptive responses to uncertainty, but how many adaptive responses were given
that correlated with learning performance. Unfortunately, the biggest challenge was caused
by errors in automatic uncertainty annotation, which reduced the number of opportunities for
adaptive responses to uncertainty. Thus, although the findings were somewhat mixed, ForbesRiley and Litman (2011b) conclude that there is merit in offering adaptive feedback to
uncertainty, and that such feedback can improve learning outcomes.

5. Proactive Affect-Aware Learning Technologies
In contrast to reactive AALTs that primarily act once particular affective states have been
detected, proactive AALTs have inherent strategies that are specifically designed to engender
particular affective responses. One common approach is to implement some of the
competitive and motivational features of games in educational environments (Halpern et al.,
2012; Jackson et al., in press). These educational games are hypothesized to be the ideal
learning environments that are capable of turning work into play by minimizing boredom,
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optimizing engagement/flow, presenting challenges that reside within the optimal zone of
proximal development, preventing persistent frustration, and engineering delight and pleasant
surprises (Lepper & Henderlong, 2000; Ritterfeld et al., 2009). One system, discussed in this
chapter is called Crystal Island (Rowe et al., 2009) and is an educational game that aims to
promote positive affect by carefully embedding the learning content in a game that support
narrativity, realism, and immersion (Dede, 2009; Spires et al., 2011).
Taking a very different approach, the second proactive AALT we describe
intentionally confuses learners in an attempt to promote deeper modes of inquiry (D'Mello et
al., in press). Though this may sound somewhat odd at face value, it is important to note that
confusion itself has a rather counterintuitive relationship with learning in that it is positively
correlated with learning in some ALTs (Craig et al., 2004; D’Mello & Graesser, 2011;
Graesser et al., 2007). This suggests that there might be some merits to strategically inducing
confusion at key moments in a learning session.
5.1. Crystal Island
Designing educational games can be quite challenging because game designers must balance
a trade-off between game environments that are engaging but tangential to learning, and
environments that promote deep learning but fail to foster engagement (Johnson & Mayer,
2010). This balance is nicely achieved in Crystal Island (Rowe et al., 2009; Spires et al.,
2011), an immersive educational game that capitalizes on the principle of narrativity. The
principle of narrativity posits that learners may benefit most from educational games that
weave a narrative theme into the context of the learning environment. Ostensibly, immersive
narratives motivate learners to initiate and persist in game play, and to remain engaged in the
learning activity, which might contribute to increased learning.
In Crystal Island, the learner takes on the role of a protagonist named Alex who
arrives on the island. Alex discovers that members of a research team are falling ill and is
charged with identifying the source of an infectious disease. Alex proceeds with the
investigation by visiting various areas of the island (dining hall, lab, inferminary, dorm), by
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interviewing other islanders, and by manipulating objects in the world. Through the
generation of questions and hypotheses, and the collection and analysis of data, learners make
gradual steps toward diagnosing the cause of the disease.
Evidence from learners’ interactions with Crystal Island indicate that it is highly
engaging and motivating and can improve learning outcomes (McQuiggan et al., 2008). There
is also some evidence to suggest that Crystal Island meets one of its intended goals of
increasing positive affect, at least when compared to more traditional ALTs like intelligent
tutoring systems (Lester et al., 2011). For example, Sabourin et al. (2011) conducted a study
in which 450 middle school students interacted with Crystal Island for 55 minutes. Students
self-reported one of seven affective states (anxious, bored, confused, curious, excited,
focused, and frustrated) at five-minute intervals during the learning session. Positive affective
states, such as focused, curious, and excited were found to be more frequent (55%) than
negative affective states like confused, frustrated, anxious, and bored (46%). Importantly ,
recent findings have suggested that engagement and learning, in the context of Crystal Island,
share a positive relationship, so his syetms both helps learning and engagement (Rowe et al.,
2010).
5.2. ConfusionTutor - Inducing Confusion via Trialogs with Animated Agents
Though most would consider confusion to be a negative affective state, both in terms of its
subjective experience (i.e., most people do not like being confused) and its assumed impact
on learning (i.e., intuition suggests that confusion is harmful to learning), there is some
correlational evidence that suggests a positive relationship between confusion and learning
gains (Craig et al., 2004; D’Mello & Graesser, 2011; Graesser et al., 2007). The question
arises whether there is a causal relationship between confusion and learning. To test this
question, we developed a proactive AALT (ConfusionTutor) that experimentally induced
confusion and measured the consequences on the induced confusion and learning (D'Mello et al.,
in press).
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This research was conducted in the context of trialogs (conversations between three
agents) very similar to those developed in a serious game called Operation ARA (Halpern et
al., 2012). ARA teaches scientific research methods and critical thinking skills through a
series of game modules, including those with two or more animated pedagogical agents. In
the trialogs, a 3-way conversation transpired between the human student, a tutor agent, and a
student agent. The tutor-agent was an expert on scientific inquiry whereas the student-agent
was a peer of the human learner. A series of research case studies with experiments that have
a crucial design flaw with respect to proper scientific methodology was presented by the tutor
agent.. For example, one case study described an experiment that tested a new pill that
purportedly helps people lose weight, but there was no control group. The goal of the human
learner was to identify the flaws and express them in natural language and the tutor agent
helps scaffold this goal by guiding the human learner and the peer student agent.
ConfusionTutor attempted to induce confusion by manipulating whether or not the
tutor agent and the student agent contradicted each other during the trialog. This was
accomplished by expressing points that were incorrect and asking the human learners to
intervene, decided which opinion had more scientific merit, and provide explanations for their
justifications. The tutor agent expressed a correct assertion and the student agent agreed with
the tutor in the true-true control condition. In the true-false condition, the tutor expressed a
correct assertion but the student agent disagreed by expressing an incorrect assertion. In the
false-true condition it was the student agent who provided the correct assertion and the tutor
agent who disagreed. In the false-false condition, the tutor agent provided an incorrect
assertion and the student agent agreed, so both agents were incorrect in this condition. It
should be noted that all misleading information was corrected over the course of the learning
session and there was no evidence to suggest that the contradictions themselves had a
negative impact on learning (see below).
Confusion was operationally defined as occurring if both (a) the human learners
manifested uncertainty/incorrectness in their decisions when asked by the agents (e.g. long
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pauses, changing decisions), (b) the learner reported being confused when probed, and (c)
there were visible displays of confusion on video recordings of the learner’s face. The data
always satisfied criterion (a) and sometimes satisfied criterion (b). Preliminary analyses have
indicated that it also satisfies (c), although we are only beginning to analyze the facial videos.
Interestingly, there was evidence that the induced confusion caused more learning at
deeper levels of mastery, as reflected in a delayed test on scientific reasoning. The results
indicated that contradictions in the experimental conditions produced higher performance on
multiple choice questions that tapped deeper levels of comprehension than performance in the
no-contradiction true-true condition, but only if learners were confused by the contradictions.
Similarly, learners who were confused by the contradictions were more likely to correctly
identify flaws in subsequent case studies that differed from the case studies discussed in the
trialogs on surface-level features (near-transfer) or both surface and structural features (fartransfer). These data suggest there may be a causal relationship between confusion and deep
learning, with confusion playing moderating role on the effect of the contradictions on
learning.

6. Open Issues
In this section, we discuss some of the critical issues, challenges, and open problems in the
field of AALTs. In the interest of brevity, we focus on three core problems, knowing fully
well that there are several more issues that warrant further research and development.
6.1. Sensors, Sensorless, or Sensor-lite? Issues of Scalability
Many schools in developed nations have a computer lab that can be used for data collection
and system deployment. However, it is unlikely that any school has a computer lab that is
specially equipped with affective sensors (e.g., physiological sensors, eye trackers, and
posture sensors) because several sensors require customized, non-portable, and expensive
hardware and software. Hence, scalability concerns become paramount when one wants to
take a program of research on AALTs into the real world. Some of these issues are expected
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to be mitigated as sensor technologies develop to the point that non-intrusive wireless sensors
can be deployed at little cost in authentic educational contexts. This is a future that is likely,
but not guaranteed, to occur, so it might be worth to consider alternate solutions.
One possible solution is to take the sensors to the classroom, an approach that was
pioneered by Arroyo et al. (2009). In this study, approximately 70 students were monitored
for 4-5 days with four affect sensors (a pressure-sensitive mouse, pressure-sensitive mats for a
chair, a video camera, and a bracelet to sense skin-conductance) while they completed their
normal classroom activities with a mathematics ALT. This sensor approach is certainly a
viable approach for short-term studies in school contexts, but is unlikely to be sustainable in
the longer term. The state of the art in affect detection using sensors is described in several
chapters in this volume (see section on Affect Detection).
In contrast to the sensor approach, some researchers have taken a sensorless
approach, in which affective states are detected by monitoring interaction patterns (e.g.,
clicks, responses) and other contextual cues from the ALT (e.g., type of feedback being
provided, difficulty of problem). No sensors are used in this approach. We first demonstrated
the possibility of this approach in a 2006 study (D'Mello et al., 2006) and subsequently
expanded its capabilities in a 2008 study (D'Mello et al., 2008a). These studies were
conducted in a laboratory setting because of the nature of our research questions. However,
Baker and colleagues have since conducted an impressive program of research that focuses on
developing sensorless affect detectors in real-world environments (see Chapter X by Baker
and Ocumpaugh). Some of the more recent attempts have focused on tracking engagement
during writing activities (Bixler & D'Mello, 2013; Liu et al., in press). Although this
sensorless approach certainly is a viable solution to the scalability problem, there is the
question of quantifying the extent to which affect detection accuracies are impacted by a lack
of sensors.
The approach is a sensor-lite approach. This involves including scalable sensors
when feasible (cameras and microphones) and replacing non-scalable sensors with scalable
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proxies, or “soft sensors” or “virtual sensors.” Cameras seem to be the ideal sensor for this
purpose as web-cams are already integrated in most laptops and can be purchased at low-cost
if needed. For example, we have successfully applied motion tracking techniques to video
data, thereby effectively replacing a cost-prohibitive posture sensor with simple web-cams
(Kory & D'Mello, in review). Some initial work has also suggested that cameras can be used
to monitor heart rate (Poh et al., 2010) and eye gaze (Sewell & Komogortsev, 2010). Hence,
in our view, camera-based proxy sensing coupled with interactional and contextual features
appears to be the most promising way to solve the scalability problem.
6.2 How Good is Good Enough? Issues of Detection Accuracy
A reactive AALT obviously needs to detect learner affect before it can adaptively respond.
Detection of naturalistic affective experiences in non-controlled settings has come a long way
in the last decade as evidenced by recent surveys (Calvo & D’Mello, 2010; Zeng et al., 2009)
and several chapters on affect detection in this volume. Although numerous advances have
been made, the field is still grappling with persistent problems. There is the previously
discussed problem of intrusive, expensive, and noisy sensors that are largely unscalable.
There are the technical challenges associated with detecting latent psychological constructs
(i.e., affect) from weak signals embedded in noisy channels. There are difficulties associated
with collecting adequate and realistic training data for machine learning models. There are the
challenges of incorporating top-down models of context and appraisals with bottom-up bodyand physiological-based sensing. There is the lack of clarity of the affective phenomenon
being modeled (e.g., moods vs. emotions, categorical vs. dimensional representations).
Finally, there are issues pertaining to generalizability across contexts, time, individual
differences, and cultural differences.
In general, affect detection is an extremely difficult problem and it is unlikely that
perfect affect detectors that generalize to new individuals and interactional contexts and that
can operate under messy real-world conditions can ever be developed. One can spend a long
time waiting for perfect or almost perfect affect detection accuracies before closing the loop
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by developing affect-aware interventions. In our view, a moderate degree of recognition
accuracy is sufficient provided the affect-aware interventions are fail-soft in that they do no
harm if delivered incorrectly. Possible fail-soft interventions include never directly
acknowledging a learners’ affective state, adjusting parameters of the task that are beyond the
radar of the learners (e.g., decreasing problem difficulty), and providing cognitive scaffolds in
the form of hints and explanations. The severity of the interventions can also be calibrated to
the system’s confidence in detection accuracy.
6.3 How Adaptive is Adaptive Enough? Issues of Levels of Analysis
Assuming that an AALT can detect a learner’s affective state with moderate accuracy, the
next pertinent question pertains to how to adaptively respond to that state. This is where there
is perhaps the most significant paucity of guiding theory and empirical research. We have
discussed some of the strategies that have been implemented in the section on reactive
AALTs, but these only scratch the surface of possible affect-sensitive responses. Although
there are several critical issues that must be considered in designing an affective response
strategy, here we focus on one such issue, namely levels of analysis.
The expression “levels of analysis” pertains to the specificity by which an affective
state needs to be modeled for a meaningful affect-sensitive response. Current approaches
primarily model affect in two ways. Some model arousal and valence independently, jointly,
and in conjunction with other relevant dimensions. Others take a categorical view and model
discrete affective states, sometimes with their intensity. It is easy to see that simply modeling
just the presence of an affective state (either dimensionally or categorically) is unlikely to
suffice. Take, for example, the case of boredom. According to the control-value theory of
achievement emotions, subjective appraisals of control and value of a learning activity are the
critical predictors of boredom (Pekrun, 2010). Subjective control pertains to the perceived
influence that a learner has over the activity, while subjective value represents the perceived
value of the outcomes of the activity. Boredom is expected to be heightened when learners
perceive low value in the outcome of the activity, whereas learners are more engaged when
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the perceived value is high (Pekrun et al., 2010). The situation is more complex for perceived
control because there appears to be a curvilinear relationship between perceived control and
boredom. Boredom is frequent when control is too high (i.e., skill outweighs challenges)
(Csikszentmihalyi, 1990) but also when control is too low (challenges outweigh skill) (Pekrun
et al., 2010). This counterintuitive finding can be interpreted from emerging theoretical
perspectives that posit that boredom is not unitary; there are multiple types of boredom which
occur in different situations and which impact performance in unique ways (Acee et al., 2010;
Forbes-Riley & Litman, 2011a; Vodanovich et al., 2005). Similar arguments can be made for
several other affective states. This suggests that affective response strategies must be
differentially sensitive to different types of affect, which requires modeling of the immediate
situational context surrounding the experience of an affective state in addition to detecting the
affect state itself.

7. Some Suggested Broad Steps Forward
This chapter surveyed some of the burgeoning research in the field of affect-aware learning
technologies. Although affect has claimed its rightful place as a critical component to
learning, there is still much more to be done. In the remainder of this chapter, we highlight
two possible avenues of work, with an emphasis on more big-picture advances of this field.
First, there is the pressing need for the development and advancement of a science of
non-basic emotions. Researchers in the field of affective sciences are currently engaged in a
vigorous debate with respect to the existence of basic emotions and the value of a crisp basic
vs. non-basic distinction (Lench et al., 2013; Lindquist et al., 2013). Despite the outcome of
this debate, if there ever will be an outcome, it is quite clear that much of the emotion
research has still emphasized the basic emotions at the expense of overlooking other nonbasic emotions (Rozin & Cohen, 2003). This is particularly unfortunate for the field of
AALTs, because available data indicates that the basic emotions are mostly muted during
interactions with ALTs. Instead, it is the non-basic affective states, such as confusion,
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frustration, and boredom, that play a more critical role during interactions with technology.
Unfortunately, we know very little about these non-basic states and they are of little interest
to the mainstream affect sciences community. For example, efforts to promote interest in
studying confusion in the affective sciences (Rozin & Cohen, 2003) were met by prompt
resistance from some in the affective science community (Ellsworth, 2003; Hess, 2003;
Keltner & Shiota, 2003). The success of the field of AALTs relies on a strong foundation of
theory and empirical data, so there is a pressing need for a science of non-basic affect
(D'Mello & Calvo, in press).
Second, there is a need to extend the scope of our theories, experiments, and models
to be sensitive to the situational contexts in which learning unfolds. This is because the affectcognition- technology relationship does not exist in a vacuum, but is situated in a complex
ecology with multiple layers of influences and interactions. At the individual level,
motivation and metacognition interact with affect and cognition in any meaningful learning
context. For example, a learner with mastery-oriented motivational tendencies (Daniels et al.,
2009), who is an academic risk taker (Clifford, 1988; Meyer & Turner, 2006) and who has a
high degree of conscientiousness or persistence or grit (Duckworth et al., 2007) would be able
to handle difficulty task, failure, and the resultant negative emotions than one who is
performance-oriented, a cautious learner, and easily gives up. Beyond the processes that
unfold within the mind of an individual learner, learning itself is situated in an external
learning context involving a learner completing a learning task with a learning technology.
Different affective profiles are expected to emerge as a function of what the learner brings to
the task and what the task and technology afford the learner. For example, a learning
environment designed to teach problem solving strategies for an upcoming high stakes
standardized test is expected to induce a different affective profile than Crystal Island or
AutoTutor. The social environment in which the learner, learning technology, and learning
task are situated is also expected to influence learners’ affect. For example, social emotions
like pride and jealousy are likely to be experienced more profoundly in group learning or
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other socially-relevant learning contexts, while they are somewhat more muted during oneon-one human-computer learning interactions.
This discussion has only sketched out some of the influences that are likely to
influence a learner’s affective states. There are numerous other factors that play a role so
there is much more theory development and empirical testing that needs to be done. Indeed, a
program of research aimed at uncovering the factors that influence affect so as to inform the
design of affect-aware technologies can be sustainable and rewarding for several decades.
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Figure Captions
Figure 1. Niche for AALTs in ecology of learning, affect, and technology
Figure 2. Stages in the design and validation of the Affective AutoTutor
Figure 3. Gaze-Tutor interface and gaze-reorienting results
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Figure 2
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Figure 3

A. Screen shot of interface

B. Gaze before and after intervention
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